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We have investigated an l\1HD relaxation 
process where two spheron1aks tnerge sponta-
neously. The two spheron1aks ·with the sa.tne 
toroidal current are initially placed in a cylin-
drical vessel made of perfect conductor. They 
attract with each other because of the Lorentz 
force, then, start to tnerge via the 'driven re-
connection'. Two-ditnensional computer sinlu-
lations carried out in the present study have re-
vealed dynatnical evolution of the tnerging pro-
cess, such as the tnagnetic energy relaxation due 
to the driven reconnection, transport of the ther-
tnal energy generated at the reconnection point, 
and formation of the pressure structure (Fig.1). 
Following results are obtained in this study: 
1. After tnerging of the two spheron1aks, 
an FRC is realized in the counter-helicity case 
(where the two spherotnaks have anti-parallel 
tnagnetic helicity), while a larger spherotnak is 
fonned in the co-helicity case (where the sphero-
tnaks have the san1e n1agnetic helici ty). The re-
sults are consistent with TS-3 experin1ents [1] 
and the previous sin1ulations in the zero-beta 
limit [2]. 
2. In the final stage of the 2-D simulations, 
a force-balanced state (not force-free state) is 
found both in the counter- and co-helicity cases. 
The pressure profile after tnerging coincides with 
the flux surface. 
3. In the tnerging process, thern1al en-
ergy is transported fron1 the reconnection point 
throughout the flux surface which· consists of 
just-reconnected field lines. Poloidal flow gen-
erated by the driven reconnection plays a key 
role in the thermal transport. N atnely, the con-
vection and the cotnpression are itnportant in 
fonnation of the pressure profile. 
4. In the counter-helicity case, the tnagnetic 
energy is released intern1ittently, when the vis-
cosity and the resistivity are sufficiently small. 
This is because the driven reconnection occurs 
intern1ittently due to the finite pressure effect. 
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A steep pressure gradient which is naturally 
fonned in the current layer prevents the plastna 
flow toward the reconnection point. Hence, the 
reconnection rate is decreased. After flatten-
ing of the pressure gradient due to the thennal 
transport, the reconnection rate is increased, 
then, the intennittent energy relaxation occurs. 
5. As a result of the driven reconnection, in-
tense troidal flow is generated in the counter-
helicity case. \Ve also found that the toroidal 
flow caused reversal of the toroidal magnetic 
field as 'vas pointed out by the TS-3 experitnents 
[1]. 
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Fig.1 Contours of poloidal flux (top) and pres-
sure (botton1) at different time steps for tnerg-
ing of two spheromaks ·with anti-parallel helicity 
(counter-helicity case). 
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